Parallel studies of primary breast carcinomas and corresponding distant metastases samples reveal considerable differences. Our aim was to highlight this issue from another perspective and provide further data based on 98 patient samples: 69 primary breast carcinoma and 85 distant metastases from bone, central nervous system (CNS) and lung (56 paired). Two independent series of immunohistochemical reactions with different antibodies for estrogen receptor (ER), progesterone receptor (PgR) and human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (Her2), along with HER2 fluroscence in situ hybridization (FISH) were performed on tissue microarrays to classify breast carcinoma and distant metastases samples into Luminal A, Luminal B-proliferating, Luminal B-HER2+, HER2+ and triple negative (TNBC) surrogate breast cancer groups. Correlation and agreement between the two assessments of ER and PgR were fair-to-moderate, and almost perfect for HER2 and Ki67. There was 40% discordance concerning immunophenotype between breast carcinomas and distant metastases. Most common metastatic site of ER+ breast carcinoma was the skeletal system (59.2%), whereas that of TNBCs was the CNS (58.8%) and lungs (23.5%). Distant metastases in bones were mostly luminal (54.3%), in the CNS, Luminal B (53.2%), and in the lung, TNBC (37.5%). The change of drugable properties of primary breast cancers in the respective bone and CNS metastases suggests that characterization of the metastasis is necessary for appropriate treatment planning. (J Histochem Cytochem 64:256-267, 2016) 
Introduction
Metastatic breast cancer is an incurable disease, and the optimal treatment for patients with progressive breast cancer is not yet established. Tailored therapies for primary breast carcinomas are available but those that could bring a 639013J HCXXX10.1369/0022155416639013Comparison of Primary Breast Cancers and MetastasesKulka et al. research-article2016 breakthrough in metastatic disease are still awaited. Metastases from breast cancer for a long time were regarded as identical to the primary tumor, and this was also confirmed from a genetic aspect (Weigelt et al. 2003) . However, for more than 30 years, there have been sporadic reports published that demonstrate the possibility of marked changes in the metastatic tumors when compared to the primaries (Holdaway and Bowditch 1983; Jakesz et al. 1985; Osborne 1985; Spataro et al. 1992; Li et al. 1994; Simon et al. 2001) . Also, completely contradictory data were published: on the one hand, it was regarded to be rare for metastatic tumors to present with a change in its characteristics (Klinga et al. 1982; Andersen and Poulsen 1988) , whereas others quite often found that metastatic tumors are different from the primary (Lower et al. 2005; Guarneri et al. 2008; Simmons et al. 2009; Aitken et al. 2010; Idirisinghe et al. 2010; Cummings et al. 2013) . Early molecular genetic studies uncovered some possible mechanisms to explain the metastasis process and, from those studies, it is theoretically a logical conclusion that metastases could differ from the primary tumor (Vecchi et al. 2007; Ding et al. 2010 ). These findings were followed by recent reports demonstrating a change in the receptor status between primary breast cancer and distant metastases (Hoefnagel et al. 2012 , Lindström et al. 2012 .
If there is a high enough chance that a metastasis will differ from that of the primary tumor, patient management algorithms should be changed: following identification of a metastasis, every effort should be made to sample the metastasis and re-evaluate its basic predictive markers such as the status of estrogen and progesterone receptors (ER and PgR), and human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2). It is fortunate that these three predictive markers can be evaluated equally on cytology smears: ER and PgR with immunocytochemistry; HER2 with in situ hybridization (ISH). These tests are optimal in the intial instances (Fritzsche et al. 2010; Wilking et al. 2010 ). Thus, even in cases of bone metastases, or remote, non-resectable lung or liver metastases, or even central nervous system metastases, a re-evaluation of these markers seem feasible.
More recent studies have evaluated the immunophenotypes of primary breast carcinoma and their corresponding distant metastases (Hoefnagel et al. 2012; Lindström et al. 2012; Cummings et al. 2013) ; however, a publication also pointed out the effect of repeated laboratory evaluation in this setting (Pusztai et al. 2010) . The recently published ASCO guideline highlights the need for repeating ER, PgR, HER2 testing in metastatic lesions (Van Poznak et al. 2015) . Our aims with this study were to elucidate the occurrence rate of immunophenotypic changes using repeated ER, PgR, HER2 and Ki67 assessment in tumor samples, and additionally, in surgically biopsied or resectable distant metastases as compared to the primary breast carcinomas in our paired tumor samples (Supplemental Fig. 1 ).
Material & Methods
Ninety-eight women with metastatic breast cancer were enrolled in our study. Fifty-six primary breast carcinomas and paired distant metastastic breast carcinoma samples were collected at our Departments following permission of the Institutional Ethical Committee of the Semmelweis University, in concordance with the 1975 Helsinki Declaration (IKEB, #185/2007). The representative samples of 69 primary breast carcinomas and 85 metastases from three special institutions were collected: bone metastases were biopsied or operated at the Department of Orthopedics of the Semmelweis University, lung metastases were resected at the Department of Thoracic Surgery at the Korányi National Institute for Tuberculosis and Pulmonology or at the Department of Surgery of the Buda MAV Hospital, and central nervous system (CNS) metastases were operated at the National Institute of Neurosurgery. Metastatic tumors with available paraffin-embedded samples diagnosed between 2004 and 2007 were included in the study. Fifteen of the primary tumors were treated at the surgical departments of the Semmelweis University or the Buda MAV Hospital. A further 54 primary carcinoma samples were collected from the pathology departments of the main hospitals throughout the country (Supplemental Fig.  2 ). These institutions are participating in an external quality control system for ER, PgR, Ki67 and Her2 testing. Our samples were all neutrally buffered, formalin fixed and paraffin embedded. Bone samples were decalcified using EDTA solution, thus theoretically preserving the antigenicity of tissue proteins. All tissues in a certain department underwent the same protocol, and were treated chemically in an equal way (a tissue with positive staining from a given department could be used as positive control). Tissue microarrays were constructed using a simple manual device (Histopathology Ltd.; Pécs, Hungary). Two 2-mm cores (two from primary tumors and two from metastases each) were removed from the donor paraffin blocks after revision of the H&E slides by two investigators (JK, AMS). The regions for punching were selected based on the morphologically representative and most cellular areas of the tumor. The cores were then arranged in the recipient tissue microarray (TMA) blocks such that each patient's primary tumor and metastasis samples were placed next to each other. Cores from the additional primary breast cancers and "orphan" metastases were subsequently placed in further TMA blocks (these cases were grouped by the site of the metastasis, resulting in TMA-bone, TMA-CNS, TMA-lung groups).
Immunohistochemical (IHC) reactions were performed with an automated immunostaining system (Ventana Benchmark XT, Roche Diagnostics; Mannheim, Germany) according to the manufacturer's instructions in both rounds. Four years elapsed between the two investigations. In the first round, the antibodies used for ER, PgR, Ki67 and Her2 IHC were as follows: Novocastra NCL-ER-6F11, Novocastra NCL-PGR-312, DAKO M7240, Novocastra NCL-CB11. In the second round, the antibodies used for ER, PgR, Ki67 and Her2 IHC were as follows: Ventana Confirm antiEST receptor SP1, Ventana Confirm antiPROG receptor 1E2, DAKO M7240, Ventana-4B5 and Ventana Confirm antiHer2/neu 4B5. Ki67 was assessed with the same antibody in both rounds, thus, served as a control. IHC reactions were evaluated by two investigators independently (JK, AMS). The status of ER and PgR was assessed by using the Allred scoring system (Allred et al. 1998) , Ki67 positivity was measured as the ratio of the positive tumor cell nuclei in the sample, and Her2 immunohistochemistry was evaluated according to the standard protocol valid at the time of the 2nd round (i.e., positive by IHC only if more than 30% of tumor cells showed strong, complete membrane reaction). ER-and PgR-expressing tumors with lower than or equal to 14% Ki67-positive expression were considered as luminal A (LumA); for ER-or PgR-and Her2positive tumors, LumBH (luminal B Her2 positive); and for ER-and PgR-expressing tumors with more than 14% Ki67 index, LumBP (luminal B proliferating) (Guiu et al. 2012 ). Triple-negative breast cancers (TNBC) were ER-, PgR-, Her2-negative tumors with no HER2 amplification. Her2expressing and ER-and PgR-negative tumors were considered as part of the Her2 subgroup.
Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) was performed on each TMA for the evaluation of HER2 gene status. FISH was performed using HER2/CE17 probes with the Poseidon kit (KBI-10735, Kreatech Diagnostics; Amsterdam, The Netherlands). The slides were evaluated using a Leica DM RXA microscope (Leica Microsystems GmbH; Wetzlar, Germany) supported by Leica CW4000 FISH software (Leica Microsystems Imaging Solutions Ltd.; Cambridge, UK). FISH results were evaluated according to the protocol valid at the time (Wolff et al. 2006 ): non-amplified if the HER2/CE17 ratio was less than 1.8, equivocal if the HER2/ C17 ratio was between 1.8 and 2.2, and amplified if the HER2/CE17 ratio was over 2.2 (group Her2). When discordant with Her2 IHC, the FISH result was considered as adequate. One case showing HER2 polysomy was considered as Her2 positive due to the 3+ Her2 IHC reaction (100% of tumor cells).
Due to use of the TMA method, the very same tumor areas were compared between the runs in various approaches (Supplemental Fig. 3 ). All reactions were scored in a relatively short timeframe by one co-author to decrease deviation in inter-and intra-rater agreement.
Clinically relevant discrepancies only were subjected to statistical analysis. The scores of ER and PgR evaluated using the Allred method were dichotomized into <3 vs ≥3 groups (Allred et al. 1998) . Her2 staining was assessed on a 0-3 scale supplemented by FISH analysis, and was split into two groups of negative vs positive (amplified) cases, and Ki67 staining, assessed on a 0-100% scale, was grouped into ≤14% vs >14% cohorts (Guiu et al. 2012 ). There were cases in all four reactions which were evaluable by the first round and not by the second and vice versa in all assessments.
To reach a final consensus profile based on the two staining rounds and FISH, the following approach was applied. When any of the tumor regions upon either staining round expressed ER or PgR with an Allred score of 3 or higher, those were accepted as hormone receptor-positive. Regarding Her2, the strongest staining and eventually HER2 FISH result was accepted. For Ki67, the highest ratio of stained cells among the cores was accepted to the final labeling index for a given tumor.
The data were recorded in a Microsoft Excel table (Microsoft Corp.; Redmond, WA). Statistical analysis using SPSS 15.0 Family Pack software was performed (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). A Chi-square test was used for statistical analysis of non-parametric variables. Spearman's rank correlation (R) was used to assess the agreement of scores in the cross-experimental setting and Cohen's Kappa test (κ) was used to evaluate the assigned categories derived from scores. All statistical tests were two sided. 'p' values of less than 0.05 were considered to be significant.
Results
First, we have undertaken a technical analysis to gain an overall impression of the detection consistency or inconsistency of ER, PgR, Her2 and Ki67 expressions. In the first assessment, all samples, regardless of location, were included and underwent both rounds of IHC staining and evaluation. Reliable data of the expression in both runs were available for 112 tumors for ER, 112 for PgR, 141 for HER2 and 134 for Ki67. In line with this, a Spearman correlation showed moderate agreement between the two rounds of ER and PgR staining in the tumors, whereas the Kappa value showed fair agreement between the assigned categories for ER and moderate agreement for PgR. The Her2 and Ki67 expressions performed substantially better ( Fig. 1) .
Forty-three primary breast carcinomas were available for both rounds of ER, 48 for PgR, 60 for both Her2 and Ki67 staining and analysis, respectively (Fig. 2) . Again, the correlation was moderate for ER and PgR, while almost perfect for Ki67 and Her2 supplemented by FISH. The agreement (as assessed with a Kappa test) was also moderate for the hormone receptors and almost perfect for Her2 and Ki67. Sixty-nine primary breast tumors were immunoprofiled based on either or both reactions, among them 53 had two assignments based on the results of the two separate IHC rounds, and 30% of the tumors were discrepant (Fig. 2) . Finally, a consensus profile was established for the primary tumors representing the combined analysis (Table 1) .
Regarding the 85 distant metastases, similar observation was noted: moderate correlation for ER and PgR, while almost perfect correlation for Her2 and Ki67. Agreement was only fair for ER, moderate for PgR, and still almost perfect for Her2 and Ki67 (Fig. 3 ). Eighty-five metastases were profiled, and 69 had two assigned categories based on the two rounds of immunohistochemistry. The discrepancy between them was 41%. Again a consensus profile was established based on the results of the two runs (Table 1) .
Thereafter, we investigated the metastases also by their location. In the case of bone metastases, the correlation of ER and PgR expression-as defined in the two separate IHC runs-was fair, and almost perfect for Her2 and Ki67.
Bone metastases showed slight agreement regarding ER expression, moderate agreement of PgR, and almost perfect agreement for Her2 and Ki67 (Supplemental Fig. 4 ). Thirtyone bone metastases were successfully profiled, among them 27 were investigated twice resulting in an overall 27% discrepancy between the two subtype assignments.
Between the two IHC runs, CNS metastases displayed a moderate correlation for both hormone receptors, and near perfect correlation for Her2 and Ki67 expressions. The agreement for the hormone receptors was fair, and almost perfect for Her2 expression and Ki67 labeling index (Supplemental Fig. 5 ). Thirty-nine CNS metastases were available for immunoprofiling, among them 33 were investigated with repeated IHC with an overall discrepancy ratio of 43%. Although between the two separate runs of IHC reactions lung metastases showed substantial correlation for ER and Ki67 and perfect correlation for PgR and Her2, the agreement for ER was only slight, fair for Ki67, and perfect for PgR and Her2 (Supplemental Fig. 6 ). Fifteen lung metastases were profiled, of which nine could be thoroughly investigated by the two rounds of immunoprofiling. The overall discrepancy of the latter was 44%. Next, we assessed the biological and clinical dimension of the investigation. The primary tumors displayed preferences of metastatic sites according to their immunophenotype: luminal tumors metastasized to bone (29/49, 59.2%), whereas triple negative tumors to the CNS (10/17, 58.8%) and to the lung (4/17, 23.5%). The metastases displayed the following characteristics: mostly luminal A in the skeletal system (17/29, 54.3%), luminal B in the brain (25/47, 53.2%) and TNBCs (6/16, 37.5%) in the lung (Table 1) .
Finally, we analyzed the alteration of the phenotype of primary breast cancers as compared with that of the subsequent metastases. For this, we used the consensus immunoprofiles that were based on two IHC rounds supplemented by FISH for HER2 status. Out of the paired 56 cases, 29 were metastatic to bone, 21 to CNS and 6 to the lung (Fig. 4) . Altogether, discrepancy between the primary and the metastatic tumors was detected in 41% of the cases (κ=0.166).
Discussion
More recent data show that metastatic tumors can indeed change their geno-or phenotype, for which the mechanism is not fully understood yet (Holdaway and Bowditch 1983; Hahnel and Twaddle 1985; Vecchi et al. 2007; Liedtke et al. 2009; Hoefnagel et al. 2012; Lindström et al. 2012) . Tumor heterogeneity, clonal selection, early distant seeding of cancer cells and parallel evolution or the metastatic cascade model, and, therapy induced clonal evolution have all been suggested recently as biological explanation of discrepant metastases. A very recent review by Desmedt et al. (Cancer and Metastasis Review, 2016, accepted) provides insight into the present state of knowledge of the field (Kuukasjarvi et al. 1997; Ding et al. 2010; Cummings et al. 2013; Meric-Bernstam et al. 2014; Moelans et al. 2014; Brastianos et al. 2015) . In this study, we evaluated the immunophenotype and HER2 FISH data of 56 paired primary tumors and distant metastases occurring in the skeletal system, CNS and respiratory system. The study was designed to derive more accurate results about this biological question based on more solid technical basis.
An obvious explanation for the longstanding failure of the successful treatment of metastatic breast cancer might be the longstanding dogma that metastatic tumors are identical to their primary carcinoma (Paget 1889) . Our study provides further support to the accumulating evidence that breast cancer metastasis may substantially differ from the primary tumor, and that different types of breast cancer show preferential sites for distant relapse, as suggested earlier by other investigators (Smid et al. 2008) . More recently, molecular genetic studies uncovered some of the features at the genome level that explain this particular characteristic of metastatic breast cancer. For example, a 17-gene signature was determined to be characteristic to breast cancers that developed brain metastasis during progression (Bos et al. 2009 ). A comprehensive review by the Steeg group summarized emerging knowledge that shed some light on the molecular background of brain metastatic breast cancer (Lin et al. 2013) . Expression of adrenomedullin (Siclari et al. 2014 ) and RANK (Blake et al. 2014) by breast cancer cells were claimed to be characteristic to bone metastatic breast cancer. More recently, the key role of molecular mechanisms underlying cellular dormancy in typically bone metastatic cancers like breast-and prostate cancer was summarized in a review article (Quayle et al. 2015) . In vivo mice experiments using prostate-and breast cancer cell lines suggest that characteristics of the "niche" are equally important in the formation of osteolytic bone metastases (Wang et al. 2015) . It was argued that ER changes may be the result of technical failures; e.g., differences in tissue fixation, antigen retrieval and antibodies, which might be an explanation of the discordant findings. In one study, it was shown that ER protein, mRNA and DNA levels differed when comparing primary tumors and lymph node metastases (Zheng et al. Figure 3 . Summary of the results in all breast cancer metastases. The correlation and agreement between ER and PgR Allred scores, HER2 scores and Ki67 LI investigated by repeated immunoprofiling are shown. In each block, pie charts show the distribution of cases according to rounds 1 and 2, and parallel graph displays their relation supported by statistics. The bottom panel shows all 85 cases displayed as a heatmap. For rounds 1 and 2 and consensus: bright green, ER score <3, PgR score <3, HER2 negative, Ki67 index ≤14%; red, ER score ≥3, PgR score ≥3, HER2 positive/amplified, Ki67 index >14%; light blue, luminal A; light green, luminal B (all); pink, HER2+; light yellow, TNBC. The "Discrepancy" line shows whether rounds 1 and 2 resulted in similar results: red, no change due to consistency; green, inconsistent results; gray, no subtype assigned in any of the rounds. Consensus subtype is established with combination of assignments based on both rounds. The line location shows where the actual sample is located: orange, bone (B); brown, CNS (C); purple, lung (L).
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). Furthermore, if we accept an 80% to 90% estimated overall accuracy of results of repeat biopsies (Bernards and Weinberg 2002; Miller et al. 2007 ), our analysis, simulating a repeated biopsy assessment, with still 41% discordance between primary and metastatic tumors supports that the discrepancy cannot be merely based on methodological errors (Pusztai et al. 2010) .
We have shown that breast cancer upon progression to the skeletal system undergoes significant phenotypic changes. The majority of these tumors are ER positive, but a considerable number of the metastases loose their hormone receptors and HER2 expression alike and become triple-negative. This cohort showed difference in 27% of the cases between primary-and bone metastatic samples whereas those tumors metastasizing to the brain displayed a 43% discordance; this emphasizes that chemical processing (decalcification) of bone metastases alone cannot be responsible for most of the changes in hormone receptor expression in tumor cells. In a preclinical study, Hilton et al. (2011) described the feasibility and utility of bone marrow aspiration and trephine biopsies in breast cancer patients with skeletal metastases. They have found discrepancies of ER and PgR expression between the primary tumor and the bone or bone marrow metastasis in 38.5% and 42.3% of the cases, respectively. More recently, a study using breast cancer bone metastasis biopsy material confirmed common changes in ER and PgR receptor status and occasional changes in Her2 status (Aurilio et al. 2013) .
Lung metastases were least similar to their primaries as compared with the other two groups (discordance rate 44% vs 43% for CNS; vs 27% for skeletal). It is important to note, however, that this group also had the lowest number of paired samples; even though, the presence of TNBC cases both in primary-and metastatic tumor samples could be noted.
In the case of CNS progression, a gain in Her2 expression and/or amplification accompanied by increased proliferative activity could be detected. Although, there are cases where HER2 gene amplification is lost and hormone receptors are expressed in the metastases, proliferation rate unequivocally increases even in these cases. In a recent study of paired primary breast cancers and respective brain metastases, it was shown that predictive IHC markers, especially hormone receptor expression, change in a substantial proportion of cases (Shen et al. 2015) . Altogether, three primary tumors and five metastases showed high Her2 expression or HER2 gene amplification without hormone receptor expression in the first round. Probably the improved detection of ER and PgR in the second round classified more tumors to the Luminal B-HER2 subtype, thereby shrinking the pure HER2 group.
Using similar material to ours (i.e., FFPE blocks of paired primary, locally recurrent and metastatic breast cancer cases), Meric-Bernstam et al. (2014) performed detailed molecular genetic studies, focusing on putative, targetable gene alterations, by identifying copy number changes and mutations in their samples. Although discrepancies at the gene level were remarkable, the authors concluded that primaries and local/distant relapses bear mostly similar genomic features. Nevertheless, the authors conclude that repeat biopsy of the metastatic tumor is advisable because clinically relevant, targetable genetic alterations may be revealed (Meric-Bernstam et al. 2014) .
The distribution of subtypes in the distant locations is similar to the findings of others (Aversa et al. 2013; Cummings et al. 2013) . Regarding prognostic relevance of changes in IHC predictive marker expression, the impact of hormone receptor conversion for overall survival was shown by Hoefnagel et al. (2012) , with a conversion from positive to negative status having an independent, negative impact (Hoefnagel et al. 2012) . In a Chinese patient cohort, it was also reported that overall survival may be worse for those breast cancer patients whose metastatic disease changes in terms of ER, PgR or Her2 statuses (Yang et al. 2014) .
Surgical resection or biopsy of metastases from breast cancer is not always technically feasible; therefore, our patient cohort presented herein may not be fully representative of the whole population of advanced-stage breast cancer patients. However, Rothé et al. (2014) in a recent study suggest that even plasma circulating DNA could be used for molecular-based characterization of progressing breast cancer. Using next-generation sequencing, changes in clinically relevant tumor features were revealed, and it became evident that such a minimally invasive intervention (venous puncture) may be effective for the characterization of metastatic tumor cells (Rothe et al. 2014) .
We are aware of the weaknesses of our study: the fact that many of our samples were collected from numerous hospitals did not allow us to assess detailed clinico-pathological data of the primary tumors. Therefore, for most of the primary breast carcinoma cases, we have no data regarding the mode of discovery (screen detected vs symptomatic), type of surgery (mastectomy vs breast conservation), pTNM stage, or other basic prognostic factors. Similarly, no data regarding postoperative oncological treatment were available. At the time our patients' primary tumors were operated, for ER-positive tumors, adjuvant endocrine therapy was already standard. At that time, trastuzumab was not yet available as an adjuvant standard treatment for patients with HER2-positive breast cancer. Nevertheless, we are convinced that, even without these data, a relevant finding from our study is that pathologists should be careful while selecting ER and PgR antibodies for diagnostic purposes. It may be also of interest for oncologists who, by requesting re-evaluation of the patient's primary breast cancer's sample at the time when distant metastasis occurs, may get at least a partial explanation for the failure of the treatment he or she recommended postoperatively. While acknowledging that subtyping breast cancer into clinically meaningful classes based on IHC panels has its inherent limitations, it still provides the data necessary for adjuvant treatment decisions in the vast majority of cases. Therefore, in the everyday practice, biopsy and accurate characterization of the metastasis may open the prospect for appropriate, targeted therapy in cases of progressive breast cancer.
We conclude that metastases of breast carcinomas change their properties often enough to prompt the formulation of a diagnostic algorithm of metastatic breast cancer patients: sampling of the metastasis should be performed whenever feasible before further treatment is decided (Macfarlane et al. 2012; Van Poznak et al. 2015) . Also, ideally, the primary tumor should be re-assessed at the same time the metastasis is sampled. This would be especially important in CNS metastases, where Her2 positivity may be gained in cases of ER-positive/Her2-negative primaries.
This study also shows that technical reasons (e.g., choice of hormone receptor antibodies) might exist behind different immunoprofiles of primary breast carcinomas and their metastasis. Therefore, the careful selection of antibodies used for diagnostic purpose is mandatory.
In our study, in line with that of Metzger-Filho et al. (2013) , we demonstrate that there is a certain preference of metastatic sites for luminal and triple-negative carcinomas, being the skeletal system and brain/lung, respectively.
